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CLOGS AND GANSEY
Newsletter of the Leeds & Liverpool Canal Society

No.4 Autumn 1999

The Society’s AGM will be held in the Lecture Hall at 
Accrington Library on the 13th November. If you have any 
nominations for the committee, comments or queries, 
please could you send them to the Society’s Secretary 
whose address is on the back page.

As usual, the meeting will be as informal as possible, 
but we would like suggestions as to what events we should be 
holding for the millenium and beyond. Some of the Society’s 
involvement with activities along the canal are reported on page 
four, but more suggestions are needed, particularly for ways in 
which we can work together with other groups.

Preliminary Towpath Walk

Previous meetings have been preceded by a short walk, 
a tradition which is continued this year. It will start at Enfi eld 
Wharf on Blackburn Road, Clayton-le-Moors at 11-00am. Besides 
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looking at the remains of canalside industries, we will also 
inspect the old warehouse illustrated here. In 2001 it will be the 
200th anniversary of the canal’s opening between Burnley and 
Enfi eld. We have already been asked by the Weavers Triangle 
in Burnley to hold our Heritage Weekend there in 2001, and it 
may be possible to have some sort of joint event between the 
two sites, perhaps including a parade of wide boats re-enacting 
the opening.

After the AGM

If there is time, there will be a short slide show after the 
AGM. It will be based on a talk I am giving a talk in Gdansk 
in September about con serv ing and recording on the Leeds & 
Liverpool. Some of the features found by members undertaking 
their part in the recording project will be included. I am hoping 
that this talk can be developed into a standard slide show, about 
the canal, its history and what the Society does, which can be 

Enfi eld Wharf. The toll offi ce is on the left, the next fi ve bays being the original warehouse. This was soon extended 
by one more bay, the end two bays being added towards the end of the nineteenth century. Hidden behind the 
warehouse is the Wharfmaster’s house, subsequently divided into two, stables and a cart shed. A further warehouse 
was built opposite the site.
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HERITAGE WEEKEND, 1999, SHIPLEY
The Society’s second Heritage Weekend took place, as 

usual, over the fi rst weekend in May and created much interest 
in Shipley. On Saturday the Mayor of Bradford visited with his 
wife and was shown around the site by Mike Clarke and David 
Blackburn.

Although never really crowded, we had a constant stream 
of visitors and there must have been several thousand over the 
weekend. We took over £100 on the Society’s stall, and others 
seem to have been successful as well.

The Leopard Trophy was presented to Water Prince
in recognition of the many people the boat has introduced to the 
canal over the many years it has been used as a trip boat. Dee
should also be mentioned following the excellent work which 
has been undertaken to repair its hull, and the well-researched 
paintwork which returns the boat, as far as can be deduced, to 
its original condition.

Shipley Wharf, site of 
the Heritage Weekend, 
on Saturday before many 
visitors had arrived. In 
the foreground is British 
Waterways’ boat, Kennet, 
with Alan Holden’s boat, 
Anne, alongside. Further 
back are Hebble, Darwen
and Dee.

One of the fi rst fi rms to operate 
trip boats regularly on the Leeds 
& Liverpool was Canal Carriers 
of Shipley. They converted the 
Fellowship into a trip boat in the 
early fi fties, but this photograph 
was taken before then and shows 
one of their coal boats in use for 
trips in the summer.

The event was reported in local newspapers and in the 
canal magazines, Boat Mart running a four-page feature which Boat Mart running a four-page feature which Boat Mart
gave the Society excellent coverage. Alan Wilmore and his boat 
Belmore (ex-A40)were also featured, as were the boats of 
Apollo Canal Cruises. We also had a short piece, including 
photograph, in Industrial Archaeology News, the bulletin 
of the Association for Industrial Archaeology, as well as in British 
Waterways’ own paper, Waterways.

As always with such events, there were some minor 
problems, and I hope people will accept our apologies for 
any inconvenience. We are also beginning to identify what we 
can put on to interest the public more. In particular we need 
something for children - if you have any ideas, please let the 
committee know! It was also diffi cult for the public to get close 
to the boats. Next year we could have a children’s quiz which 
can be answered by talking to boat owners which could solve 
both problems.
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Burscough Walk
Those of you who braved the high temperatures to take part 

on the Burscough walk will probably recognise where this photo 
was taken. For those who didn’t, it is the back of the lock-keepers 
cottage at Top Locks, where the Rufford Branch starts descending 
from the main line. The houses on the right were buil around 
1910 for boatmen; the stables at the back provided for boat horses 
being the best way to identify boatmen’s housing.

About twenty-fi ve people came on the walk, and after meeting 
at New Lane Bridge we fi rst visited St. Andrews Mission. This must 
be the last boatmen’s mission still being used regularly as a place 
of worship. We may well repeat the visit during the next Heritage 
Weekend which is being held at Burscough, and hopefully we will 
work together with the church to produce a leafl et about it.

Afterwards we walked along the towpath to Top Locks, 
stopping to look at several manure wharves along the way - see 
what an exciting walk you missed! We also looked at boatmen’s 
housing and were able to get into the canal yard at Burscough 
courtesy of British waterways’ staff. The yard was used as a 
centre for canal horses, the warehouse being used for proven 
and stabling and tack rooms surround the court yard behind. 
Everyone enjoyed the afternoon, and we will probably repeat 
the walk next May.

Working Party at Church
A small group of members met at 

Church Kirk to help the local ‘Prospects’ 
group who are creating a visitor mooring 
and picnic area alongside the canal. Each 
area of Hyndburn has its own Prospects 
group which are formed by local people 
who want to improve their local area. 
British Waterways are also supporting the 
project, and Kennet was present for the 
weekend.

Society members fi rst cleared around 

the nearest half-mile-post and then 
measured from this to fi nd the canal’s 
halfway point which is almost at the 
picnic site which the Prospects group are 
creating. We then helped with clearing 
the towpath, particularly around the 
‘change-line’ bridge at Church Kirk. This 
certainly needs some alteration to return 
the pathway to its original condition and 
to improve access to the towpath.

I have been helping the group on 
subsequent weekends as this is very much the sort of project 
which needs encouraging. The more the local community is 
involved with the canal, the more likely it is to be kept in good 
condition. Further projects could include conserving the old coke 
ovens alongside the canal in Oswaldtwistle and developing the 
warehouses at Enfi eld.

‘Lancashire’s Waterways’ tourism project
Lancashire County Council and several local authorities 

have been putting together promotional material for the two 
canals in Lancashire. Boat clubs, the IWA, canal businesses and 
other canal users have met on several occasions to discuss their 
proposals and brochures should be produced to encourage 
greater tourist awareness of the canal and its surrounding area. 
The Society has been represented at these meetings and if anyone 
has suggestions, these can be brought up at future meetings.

Canal Partnership
A ‘Canal Partnership’ has been set up to help develop the 

section of the canal in Merseyside. It involves British Waterways, 
the Mersey Basin Campaign, local authorities, canal enthusiasts 
and local groups. A seperate local authority initiative is looking 
at the canal in West Lancashire.

The Society is involved in particular with the Education 
group of the partnership, and details of an Education Day can 

A view showing stables used for boat 
horses which still survive at Top 
Locks, Burscough. The houses in 
the background were for boatmen’s 
families. The back of the lock keeper’s 
house can be seen on the left.

Members of the local ‘Prospects’ 
group, helped by local children, 
at work constructing a new visitor 
mooring at Church.
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Education day - Canal Partnership, 7th October
On Thursday 7th October, the Society will be taking part in 

an Education Day at the cricket club ground alongside the canal 
in Maghull, which has been organised by the Canal Partnership. 
During the day there will be four or fi ve sessions for school 
children looking at the canal environment. The Society will be 
providing a history walk along the towpath within the Maghull 
area. From 5-30, there will be an opportunity for teachers to 
come along to discuss canal-related educational resources. 
Further details for teachers from Val Cooper: 0161 228 6924. 
If you are able to help contact Mike Clarke: 01254 395848.

Heritage Weekend - Burscough, 6th/7th/7th th May 2000
The Society’s main event will be held at Burscough next 

year. British Waterways are again keen to help and their boat 
Kennet has already been booked to attend. We are hoping that 
some of the boats will take the opportunity to make the trip into 
Liverpool either before or after the weekend. Full details will 
be published in the next edition of Clogs and Gansey, and we 
are always pleased to receive offers of help. Please contact any 
committee member listed on the back page.

Recording - see later in newsletter

Canal 2000 Celebration
For next year, Mid-Pennine Arts is arranging an arts 

programme, together with other local groups, based on the 
canal in East Lancashire. The Society has been represented at 
some of the meetings, but if there is anyone who is particularly 
interested they should contact Claire Pope at Mid-Pennine Arts: 
01282 421986.

Hyndburn Prospects groups
These are based around the governments Agenda 21, 

designed to improve the quality of life and the environment. 
The Church Prospects group is creating a canalside picnic area 
and mooring. If you want to see what community volunteers can 
do, go and have a look at their work on the towpath behind 
Church Kirk. They, and the other Prospects groups, are always 
keen to have more volunteers. For more details contact Sophie 
Murray or Mark Hopley on: 01254 391625.

WEA course
Society Chairman, Mike Clarke, is running a WEA course, 

entitled ‘Canals, Coal and Cotton’ at Nelson & Colne College from 
7-00pm on 12th Octber for eight weeks. The course costs £24 
or £18.40 cons. For more details contact Mike Clarke: 01254 

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
395848, or turn up on the fi rst night at Colne.

Lancashire’s Canals, 5th February 2000
Mike will also be giving two talks at a day school on 

Lancashire’s canal being organised by Lancaster University’s 
Extra Mural Department. His subjects are Thomas Steers, the 
fi rst undertaker for the Douglas Navigation, and the operation 
of the Leeds & Liverpool fl eet, 1870-1921. Full details are not 
yet available, but you can always ring Lancaster University or 
ask at your local library if you live in Lancashire.

Waterway History Conference, 9th October
The third Waterway History Conference is being held in 

Birmingham on the 9th October. For more details contact Judy 
Wotton at the National Waterways Museum, Gloucester: 01452 
318054.

Towpath Walks
If anyone would like to organise a walk along part of 

the canal, or knows of any being arranged, please could they 
contact any committee member, addresses at the back of the 
newsletter.

A number of walks have been arranged provisionally for 
next year. The fi rst will be over the Easter weekend and will 
be between Rishton and Enfi eld. It will form part of the Canal 
2000 arts festival in East Lancashire, Easter being the starting 
date for the festival. It will also link all the canalside Prospects 
groups in Hyndburn.

Member Ron Rigby has offered to lead a guided walk in 
the West Lancashire area next year looking, in particular, at how 
the canal was fortifi ed during the Second World War. 

A walk in the Bingley/Shipley area will take place on 
either 17th or 18th June 2000, and will be led by local industrial 
historian Gary Firth. Gary has just fi nished a photo book on the 
Leeds & Liverpool in Yorkshire which is due for publication 
later this year. It is one of a new series on canals by Tempus 
Publishing. The Lancashire end of the canal will be covered by 
Mike Clarke, who has also just fi nished one on the Aire & Calder 
which should be published in November.

A second walk in East Lancashire has also been suggested, 
possibly around Foulridge next September. Further details on 
all the walks in the next newsletter.

Leeds & Liverpool Slide Show
Mike Clarke is currently putting together a slide show on 

the history, conservation and recording of the Leeds & Liverpool. 
A shortened version may be given at the AGM, but the full show 
will be presented, possibly at Gargrave, early next year. Further 
details in the next newsletter.
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One of the society’s members who used 
to work at Whitebirk dockyard in the 1950s has 
painted this barrel for the National Waterways 
Museum in Gloucester. The paints used came 
from the same supplier as in the 1950s, so the 
colours are totally correct. The metal bands are 
yellow, the centre red and the outer sections 
green. Boatmen would own their own barrel 
which was signwritten with their initials. In this 
case JM has been used in memory of Jim Mailley, 
a well-known boatman on the coal boats around 
Blackburn. The scroll work is also typical of the 
East Lancashire style of decoration. After the 
Second World war, barrels usually had just a 
scroll on the end panels, but here a picture has 
been painted as would have happened earlier. 
There was no particular subject for such a 
picture, though a variety of Christmas cards 
were kept at the boatyard as suggestions for such 
pictures. The barrel is on display in the recently-
opened boat painting gallery. To the left is a 1926 
extract from the accounts for Mayors boatyard at 
Tarleton which gives some idea of the cost and 
time taken for such decorative work.

Congratulations
Congratulations to members A. J Doherty and L. L. 

Entwistle who got married earlier this year.

Millenium Funding
The committee are currently looking into applying for 

a Millenium Grant which will enable us to purchase digital 
video recording equipment. It is anticipated that this could be 
used for all aspects of recording. Not only could historical and 
heritage features be recorded, but also former - and current 
- canal workers could be interviewed so that their experience 
can be handed down to others.

We could also record our events, such as the heritage 
weekend and guided walks, with such recordings being used 
to promote both the society and the canal. The funding should 
include training sessions, possibly arranged through one of the 
colleges close to the canal. Using digital video also gives the 
opportunity for selecting stills from the video which could then 
be used for display purposes.

Display Panels
Is there anyone who could help with creating display 

panels and then taking them to suitable events? We have received 
several such invitations. To date our displays have been of a 
somewhat temporary nature and it would be benefi cial if we 
could provide a more professional display. Please contact your 
local committee member is you can help.

Old Photos
Continuing the theme of canal displays, it would be useful 

if we could start building up a collection of old Leeds & Liverpool 
photographs. My own collection comprises several hundred 
black & white negatives, some of which I have not yet printed. 
This could form the basis for the society’s collection. I know 
others also have similar collections. Is there anyone who would 
like to co-ordinate the collection of old black & white photos? 
Preferably they need to be able to print such photos (though I 
have a darkroom which they can use) and to have the time for 
tracing photos and cataloguing the collection as it grows.

A detail from an old photo of one of Ainscough’s boats 
which shows the type of information which can be found 
in old photos.
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The canal recording project is progressing, albeit 
somewhat slowly. There are two main reasons for this. One 
is that British Waterways have been undertaking a ‘Canal 
Character’ project, looking at the Grand Union and the Leeds 
& Liverpool. The results for the Grand Union have just been 
published, and the L&L should follow on soon. The results so 
far have been very useful and locks have been identifi ed as the 
historic structures most at risk.

The other reason is that a national programme was being 
considered by the waterway museums. Standardised forms for 
the recording have been tried out, and a training day undertaken 

at Ellesmere Port. Everyone involved has been impressed with 
the amout of historical detail which needs recording - we 
just need more time! The result already produced by Society 
members have been very useful in deciding on how and what 
to record.

Amongst our members, Mike Hustler has been working 
hard on recording details along the canal between Greenberfi eld 
and Burnley. Above is his form for noting the various details to 
be found on bridges, in particular the bridge rollers. Hopefully 
we can draw up a standard form when he has sorted out all the 
details which need recording.

CANAL RECORDING
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126   Hollin Bank Bridge
125   Whiteley Bridge
124   Moorgate Fold Bridge
123   Kings Bridge
122   Shorrock Lane Bridge or Bar House 

Fold Bridge
121   Cherry Tree Bridge
120   Livesey Hall Bridge
-        L&Y and LNW Rly Bridge, 

Feniscowles
119   Feniscowles Bridge
-        Old Stop Feniscowles
118    Stanworth Gallows Bridge (Wood Top)
117   Mill Field Bridge
116   Finnington Bridge
115   Riley Green Bridge
114   No.1 Ollerton Bridge
113   No.2 Ollerton Bridge
112   No.3 Ollerton Bridge
111   Withnell Fold Bridge
110   Jacksons Bridge
109   Red Crane Bridge
108   Simpsons Gallows Bridge
107   Simpsons Bridge
106   Whinn’s Bridge
105   Top Lock Bridge, Johnsons Hill
104   Fourth Lock Bridge, Johnsons Hill
103   Moss Lane Bridge
102   Knowley Wood Top Bridge
101   Botany Bridge
100   Baggenley Bridge
99     Poorhouse Bridge
98     Crosse Hall Bridge
97     Cowling Bridge
96     Barracks Bridge

A list of bridge names and numbers between Blackburn, Wigan and Leigh taken from a canal worker’s 
notebook dating from around the First World War.

-        L&Y Rly.
95     Ridden Bridge
94     Giles Bridge
93     Chorley New Road
92     Idle Bridge
-        Ellerbeck Bridge (Rail way)
91     Rawlinsons Bridge
90     Bonds Bridge
89     White Bear Bridge
88     Red House Bridge
87     Waterhouse Bridge
86     Aberdeen Bridge
85     Weavers Bridge
84     Arley Bridge
83     Red Rock Bridge
82     Pendlebury Bridge
81     Senicar Bridge
80     Hall Lane Bridge (or Lords Bridge?)
79     Pigeon Pit  or Shedfi eld Bridge (or 

Inctun?)(Note: A leak stopped near 
here after air raid 12 April 1918)

78     Springs Bridge
77A   Monks Hall Bridge
-        L&NW Rly. Springs Branch Rly.
77     Withington Lane Bridge (Top Lock)
76     Calc Lane Bridge
-        L&NW Rly. Bridge
75     5th Lock Bridge (Ironworks)
-        L&NW Rly. Bridge
74     Peel Hall Wood Top Bridge
73     Rose Bridge
-        GC Rly.
72     Britannia Bridge
-        L&Y Rly.
-        L&NW Rly. Main Line

71     Henhurst Bridge
70     Pottery Bridge
69     Seven Stars Bridge
-        L&Y Rly. Bridge
68     Meadow or Workhouse Footbridge & 

Swingbridge
67     Cribbs Bridge
-        L&Y Rly. Bridge
-        Douglas Bank Colliery Bridge
66     Marsland Mill Bridge

LEIGH BRANCH
Lyons Bridge
Bullocks or Brewery Swing Bridge
Poolstock Swing Bridge
LMS Rly. Bridge
Moss Bridge
LMS Rly. Bridge, St.Helens Line
LMS Rly. Bridge, Bamfurlong Main Line
Bamfurlong Road Bridge and Change Over
Dover Bridge
Marsdens Swing Bridge
Edge Green Basin Towpath Bridge
Smiths Bridge
L&NE Rly. Bridge
Gerard Bridge
LMS Rly. Bridge, Plank Lane
Plank Land Swing and Foot Bridges
Bickershaw Colliery Bridge
Greens Bridge
Strange Common Swing Bridge
Bartons Bridge
Springfi eld Swing Bridge
LMS Rly Bridge, Bolton & Kenyon Line
Leigh Bridge

This list of bridge names gives some of those used by the 
canal company around eighty years ago. It is amazing how many 
names have changed over the years, and it can cause problems 
when you are researching a subject to fi nd that it is called 
something entirely different to the name you know it by.

There are several sources for such names, and it would be 
very useful if they were collated - any volunteers??? I can provide 
a number of documents which will give a good basis for such 
a list, and I know of others who have similar information. It’s 
a job that can be done at home over the winter, so throw away 
your telly and do something a bit more stimulating - and useful! 
Enquiries to Mike Clarke: 01254 395848.

On a similar subject, the waterway museums are setting 
up a glossary of canal terms, particularly local and regional 
variations. For instance, what do the various terms for the Leeds 
& Liverpool paddle gear really mean. I have heard of both box 
cloughs and screw cloughs being used for the verical screw 
operated ground paddles, and I believe that jack cloughs were 
used for the other types. But did these latter have other names? 
If anyone has any comments or knows of other canal terms 
used on the Leeds & Liverpool please can you write them down, 
including where you fi rst heard them if possible, and send them 
to me at: 41 Fountain Street, Accrington, BB5 0QR.

Bill Bleasdale wrote to me after the last newsletter having 
found my deliberate mistake - well I would have to call it that! 
He noted that both Clio and Domino had been given the same 
registration number. The correct numbers are 1733 and 1735 
respectively.

Bill also asks about how horse boats passed other boats 
moored to the towpath and about the small recesses found in 
some canalside walls and lock chambers. I suspect that the 
horse slowed down and the boat continued to move forward 
passed the moored boats, the slack in the towline then being 
passed over the moored boat.

The recesses could well be for shafting against. It would 
be interesting to see if the locks with such recesses were those 
which it would have been diffi cult for a horse to tow a boat out 
of, perhaps because of a bridge at the lock tail. It is questions 
such as this that the canal survey could begin to resolve.

Finally, he asks about the containers used for carrying coal 
to Whitebirk Power Station. Does anyone have any information? 
John Goodchild certainly has a photograph of unloading in his 
collection at Wakefi eld Library.

Parkes Boat Fleet, an update, and other notes
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A little-known feature of locks are starting pins, used to 
create a double-purchase effect when horse boating thus making 
it easier for a horse to pull a boat out of the confi ned waters 
of a lock. The method is as shown in Tony Lewery’s drawing 
above. Tony was also one of those behind the recent video of 
horse boating fi lmed on the Worcester & Birmingham. Copies 
of this excellent video can be obtained from the museums at 
Gloucester or Ellesmere Port. It is highly recommended.

On the Leeds & Liverpool there were two types of starting 
pin. On the right, just above the joint in the stonework, is one 
of the two examples to be found at Johnsons Hillock. Rope 
grooves can be found in the wall opposite, though on some 
locks there seems to have been wooden protection strips fi tted 
to stop such damage.

The starting pins in Yorkshire are much larger, the 
majority of those remaining being at the top of locks, such as 
the example below at Greenberfi eld. Once you know where to 
look, it is quite easy to fi nd the remains of starting pins at other 
locks, though many have been cut off, probably to improve 
safety. However, it is important that at least some of these 
reminders of horse boating are kept.
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Holme Aqueduct, left, and Priestholme Aqueduct, below, 
are either side of Gargrave. Although they must have been built 
around the same time, there are detail differences, particularly 
with regard to the stone dressing. This suggests that they were 
built by different masons.

Just over a year ago, Holme Aqueduct had cutwaters 
added, both to improve the fl ow of water under the aqueduct 
and to help re-inforce the sides of the aqueduct. The whole 
aqueduct was carefully repaired at the same time, the whole 
project receiving the Institution of Civil Engineers highest award 
for the conservation of historic structures.

A close inspection of Priestholme Aqueduct suggests that 
this too may have had its cutwaters added at a later date. They 
are certainly not tied into the main structure as well as would 
have been expected had they been built from new. Note also 
how the side wall bulges out. Perhaps the cut waters were added 
to counteract the effect of the aqueduct’s ‘middle-age spread’. 
Other canal aqueducts also had cut waters added at a later date, 
the best known probably being the old Barton Aqueduct over 
the Mersey & Irwell Navigation.

On the left is a view of one of the box or screw cloughs 
at Johnsons Hillock. Note the groove in the cast iron top of the 
clough. This was cut in the days of horse boating, the tow rope 
being led from the towing mast, across the top of the clough 
and then to the horse. By doing this it ensured that the rope was 
unlikely to catch anywhere, the vertical spindle of the clough 
acting as a pulley.

The towing lines were made from cotton and lasted 
about six weeks. In use they must have picked up much dirt 
and grit, and this accounts for the wear in the cast iron top to 
the clough.

We can learn much about how boats were operated 
from grooves such as this, and they are one feature which it 
is important for a canal recording project to look at. Some 
of the screw cloughs on Johnsons Hillock were brought from 

Blackburn Locks, and one, complete with tow line groove, has 
been installed on the off side of a lock. If it is not moved, it 
could cause problems for any historians in the future who are 
trying to interpret the canal environment!

The screw cloughs were moved from the locks at 
Blackburn to those at Johnsons Hillock because the latter 
are listed structures and had to have original ground paddles. 
They were moved with the best of intentions, but because the 
canal environment is not well understood, one was fitted 
incorrectly.

Such features are an important part of our canal system 
and can add much interest for the visitor if they are identifi ed 
and explained. By recording such details we can not only help 
British Waterways to maintain the canal’s heritage, but we 
can also provide information which will encourage others to 
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There weren’t any cruising holidays on the canals in 
those days. The young man in the centre is another 
Arthur Buck, father of the Arthur and Joe in the other 
picture (not reproduced here). He was a 19-year-old 
Apprentice Carpenter then, and was working on the 
Bingley Five-rise locks that morning in 1904 when the 
picture was taken. When he died at the age of 56 in 1939 
he had risen to Canal Instructor at Burnley Dockyard.

This picture on the left is taken from an article in 
the ‘Waterways’ magazine of July 1968 about the 
availability of British Waterways’ pleasure cruiser 
Water Erica, a converted cut-down narrow boat, for 
members of British Waterways staff. The article featured 
Arthur Buck and his family as the fi rst to use the boat.
Arthur Buck was, at that time, Length-Foreman at 
Burnley, one of several generations of the Buck family 
to work on canal maintenance.
The photo below shows some of the Finsley Gate 
Maintenance Yard staff in the 1950s posing with the 
inspection boat Waterwitch. It is not the original L&L 
boat of that name, but a replacement which must have 
been fairly recently built when the photo was taken. In 
the centre, I have been told, is Hanley Buck. Is this Arthur 
or another member of the family?

Arthur Buck would certainly have 
known Burnley Embankment. This 
map from 1814 shows the extent of 
mining under the embankment, the 
results of which can still be seen 
if you look into the culvert. The 
embankment slipped here and the 
resulting strengthening of the river 
culvert is plainly visible today.
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The Settle Canal as proposed around 1770. Originally 
planned as part of the Leeds & Liverpool, it was 
subsequently promoted as an independent canal by 

locals. Unfortunately it was unable to obtain an Act of 
Parliament because of opposition from land owners. A 
second canal, linking Settle to Lan cas ter, also failed
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BOOKS AND PUBLICATIONS
The Society has a number of books and publications 

for sale. The Education Department at Wigan Pier has kindly 
donated a number of their teachers packs relating to the Leeds 
& Liverpool Canal to the Society. These will be available to 
members at Society eventsfor a small charge - posting will create 
too many problems unless someone wants to volunteer.

Also available are a few historical leafl ets about the 
canal, some postcards and a selection of Waterways News, 
the British Waterways in-house newspaper, for the 1980s. There 
are around thirty different editions. At the moment, these will 
only be available at Society events. However, if anyone should 
want to volunteer to look after sales, we could then offer them 
by post.

Chairman (& Newsletter Ed.)
Mike Clarke, 41 Fountain Street, Accrington, BB5 
0QR.
01254 395848
Secretary
Marilyn Sumner, 152 Tower Hill Road, Upholland, Nr. 
Wigan, WN8 0DT. 01695 632089
Minutes Secretary
Anne (and Alan) Holden, 48 Marlborough Road, 
Accrington, BB5 6AY. 01254 232759
Treasurer
Marilyn (and John) Freear, Worsley Dry Dock, Worsley 
Road, Worsley, M28 2WN. 0161 728 4211

Mike Hustler, 7 Hollington Street, Colne, BB8 7BP

COMMITTEE MEMBERS
John Stott, 22 Bracken Ghyll Drive, Silsden, BD20 
9QT.

Because of the length of the canal, we have divided the canal into 
three sections with a committee member to co-ordinate activities on 
each length. We would be happy for more people to take responsibility 
for short lengths of the canal - to look after the recording programme 
and to make contact with local societies, such as local history societies, 
whose interests could include the canal.

Yorkshire Members (Leeds-Greenberfi eld):
David & Isabel Shuttleworth, Southbank, 32 Old Hollins 
Hill, Guiseley, LS20 8EW. 01943 873863
East Lancashire Members (Greenberfi eld-Wigan Top 
Lock):
Geoff & Margaret Rothwell, 86 Lower Manor Lane, 
Burnley, BB12 0EF. 01282 702249
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A NOTE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Having been involved with the Leeds & Liverpool Canal for 

almost thirty years, there are several aspects of the canal which 
particularly interest me. Having written its history, I am always 
looking to increase awareness of the canal’s unique heritage, 
and this is reinforced by memories of the fi ve years during 
which I lived on and restored (to some extent!) the ex-Canal 
Transport boat Pluto. 

I know what interests me, but what I am not sure about is 
what interests members of the Society. It is two years since the 
Society was formed and we are now an established part of the 
local canal scene. More important, our fi nances are building up 
such that we can now undertake projects without the burden of 
cost falling on those directly involved. Thanks should be given 

here to the members of the committee who have worked hard at 
establishing the Society often without claiming their expenses.

What I would like is for more suggestions - and hopefully 
active support - from members. Although the Society is helping 
to record the canal’s heritage and to inform and educate others, 
it is just as important that our events should be enjoyable. Please 
contact your committee with suggestions as to what we should 
be doing and always remember that the more you put in, the 
more you will get out. I look forward to seeing you at the AGM, 
full of ideas for what we can do, and with the enthusiasm to 
take part!

CANAL TRANSPORT LTD. by Geoff Wheat
Just published this year is a new book by member Geoff 

Wheat on the history of Canal Transport Ltd, the main general 
cargo carrier on the canal from 1930. The book looks at all 
aspects of the business, from formation, through early expansion 
to the fi nal winding up of the fl eet in 1965. A full fl eet list is 
included which shows which boats from this fl eet are still 
surviving, some 18 in number.

The book is A5 in size and comprises forty pages illustrated 
with some 40 photos and costs £4-60. It can be purchased from 
Geoff who will, no doubt, have copies at the AGM. Any copies 
sold at Society events result in the Society receiving commission 
so bring your money to the AGM!


